Using deterministic ray-acoustic modeling of 1000-km propagation in the North Pacific, a depth-dependent parameter of ocean sound channels has been found to strongly influence geometrical ray propagation. This parameter is the sound speed times the second vertical derivative of sound speed divided by the square of the first derivative. Ray and wavefront timing and intensity can be influenced within realistic ocean sound channels by unpredictable wavefront triplications and caustics. These triplications are associated with large values of the parameter at ray turning points. The parameter, a relative curvature, behaves as a random variable because of ocean finestructure, causing the unpredictability. The relative curvature has a higher mean value near the sound-speed minimum for both an internal-wave model and actual data, so that this mechanism is a plausible explanation of poor multipath resolution and identifiability late in North Pacific pulse trains.
INTRODUCTION
In both the Slice89 experimen! (Duda eta!., 1992) and the North Pacific gyre experimenl (Dushaw et al., 1993) , multipath arrivals of pulses with 250 Hz center frequency have been resolvable early in the pulse train, but not late (Fig. 1) . Multipath spacing is predicted to decrease towards the end of the pulse train, but ray-based predictions of fluctuations that obscure the multipath (Flatt6 and Sloughton, 1988) suggest that the identifiability transition should be later than is observed. The temporal smearing of the late, axially trapped energy is apparently more strongly dependent on structure peculiar to the sound-speed minimum than are the predicted fluctuations.
Calculations of ray paths depend strongly on the depth derivative of the sound speed. Jzc. Phase fluctuation calculations depend on the ray paths and ocean structure parameters (Flatt6, 1983; Flatt6 and Sloughton, 1986 ; F!att6 and Stoughton, 1988). Intensity fluctuation predictions depend on the statistics of relative ray positions, influenced by the second derivative of sound speed with respect to depth (Flatt6, 1983; Flatt6 et aL, 1987) . Neither of these contributors to arrival identifiability prediction has a sufficient link with the soundspeed minimum to explain the observations. We suggest but do not prove that the dimensionless parameter U=c Jzzc/(Ozc) 2, which grows large at the channel axis (it is actually unbounded), influences the identifiability. This parameter is referred to as the relative curvature. There is evidence that U is closely linked to nonlinear arrival-time fluctuations (those fluctuations associated with changing ray geometry) and offer this ray study as a simple diagnostic model of acoustic fluctuation in a spirit suggested earlier (Munk and Zachariasen, 1976a) .
Predictability is important for acoustic remote sensing. A key part of a multipath propagation-based ocean acoustic remote sensing or delection systems is forward modeling of multipath. Given a model ocean sound-speed field and bathymetry, a forward model must predict when sound emitted from a source will arrive at a receiver and where the sound will travel. Three common forward models are normal modes, the parabolic equation, and geometric ray tracing (Boden et al., 1991) . Ray tracing is the most visually intuitive method to predict and study propagation, but it incorporates approximations that can give incorrect results, as do the others. Fully describing details of geometrical ray patterns formed within the wide range of true ocean waveguides (sound-speed profiles) and fully understanding the limits of the ray approach would be overwhelming tasks. We instead study ray patterns associated with a small set of closely related ocean waveguides, showing how high U at ray turning points leads to ray crossing and focusing. Real-ocean predictability is addressed by evaluating the depth distribution of U for a stochastic field of internal waves.
Consider an impulse of acoustic energy traveling along geometric rays radiating from a point source. The positions of energy along these rays al an instant in time, or positions of constant phase, define a wavefront. The wavefront is evident in either a range-depth diagram of energy at a fixed time or an arrival time-depth diagram at fixed range. The wavefront image at fixed time will be referred to as a rangefront, and the image at fixed range will be referred to as a timefront. These patterns have been considered since the early stages of acoustic tomography (Brown et al., 1980; Munk and Wunsch, 1979) . Timefront diagrams are analyzed here because the temporal snapshot rangefronts are not typically measured. General discussions of the physical processes will use the generic term wavefront.
In this study, timefronts calculated for closely related ocean sound-speed profiles are used to investigate sensitivity to U. Timefront slructure is quantified by arrival time (phase), intensity, and caustic formation. tligh curvature of sound speed, which can either be included in or excluded from waveguide models that fit available data, produces small scale wavefront features. Similar features appear in experimental results but are stochastic and transitory. Parabolic-equation simulation of the Slice89 propagation with internal-wave induced sound-speed structure shows very similar features (Colosi et aL, 1994) . These features are not well-enough understood to be useful if one wishes to infer ocean structure using averages obtained from many transmissions or many nearby receivers, so minimization of these curvature effects is sensible for forward modeling of mean acoustic propagation. However, the high-curvature effects may be useful for studying ocean finestructure, and they offer an explanation for the lack of identifiability.
The separation of acoustic wavefronts into mean and fluctuating portions has difficulties comparable to those that arise with attempts to separate continua of scales in geophysical systems into distinct domains. Disciplines with such difficulties are turbulent diffusion (Henyey, 1989 ) and propagation of ocean internal waves (Miiller et al., 1986 ). Flatt6 (1983) has alluded to this difficulty in ocean ray acoustics. Aspects of the mean propagation may depend on the unpredictable small-scale structures, not just the large-scale structures. Our results suggest that wavefront overlapping, intensity fluctuation, and phase fluctuation which are neither predictable nor easily measured can occur from small-scale curvature structures, and these cannot be considered as zeromean perturbations. These effects can be unpredictable for long-range ocean paths using contemporary knowledge of the ocean because of the non-uniqueness of sound-speed profiles which will fit available data. This nonpredictability would exist in either a fixed environment with unspecified curvature, as a result of poor sampling in depth, or an environment filled with stochastic finescale variability.
Elimination of spurious simulation effects is an important aspect of this work. The numerical ray calculation techniques are adequate and contribute negligible error. Details of the waveguide specification can lead to more substantial simulation errors, and an effort has been made to alleviate these. In particular, we have a simple technique to eliminate spurious non-turning point caustics, which are erroneous effects of physically unrealizable discontinuous second derivatives of sound speed. The effect is described in Sec. I, and the technique in Sec. II A.
Non-turning point caustics, which we feature throughout the paper, are discussed in Sec. 1. Section II uses simulations to show the link between U and wavefront fluctuations for 1000-kin propagation. The link is revealed through comparison of simulations using slightly varying ocean environments. Section Ill compares predicted and measured stochastic U statistics throughout the water column. Section IV is a summary. In a weakly range-varying environment, we assume that the variable S has a dependence similar to that of St, with S defined using the horizontal ray velocity over a specific range rather than over a double loop. ing point caustics. A caustic can also arise wherever there is a wavefront reversal resulting from a very large value of S t or S. These caustics are not necessarily associated with turning points, and are called non-turning point (NTP) caustics. A discrete layered derivation and calculation of the spurious NTP caustic effect of PWL profiles was made over 30 years ago (Pederson, 1961) .
Nonspurious NTP caustics can occur for twicedifferentiable sound-speed profiles. Section IV shows that the quantity and spatial separation of nonspurious NTP caustics, deduced from ray tracing, are systematically coupled with U. Experimentally, only two NTP caustics associated with triplication ( Fig. 2) 
The result is a continuous piecewise parabolic function with a continuous piecewise first derivative and a finite piecewise constant (but discontinuous) second derivative. If the halfwidth w is less than the spacing between input points (knots), then CQ will be parabolic for • within w of a knot and it will be linear and equal to coe for all • that are not within w of a knot.
Generally, sound-speed profiles are more densely specified in the upper few hundred meters of the ocean, where the variability is greater than beneath. The above method of parameterization can be generalized to let w vary with depth. If a set of w i is constrained such that 
spline (Lancaster and Salkauskas, 1986). An iterative implementation of the second technique is possible (Bowlin et al., 1993).
In this paper we utilize case 1 and case 2 parametrizations, with no overlapping parabolas. Table I contains Table I , termed cases A, B, and C. The profiles pass through the input points, and they contain alternating linear and parabolic sections (except for the connected parabolas for case A near the surface). The smooth profiles have lower mean sound speeds than the PWL profile. In general, the smoother the profile of a refractive waveguide constructed from a discrete sample set, the slower the average sound velocity. For Slice89 range-dependent propagation, modeled in Sec. III, ray travel times computed using a case B parametrized environment average about 8 ms less than those using case A, and case C about 13.5 ms less than case A.
Sound speed must also be parametrized in range in a way that will not introduce artificial complexity into the 
D. Intensity variation from paired caustics and wavefront stretching
For a single continuous rangefront emanating from a source, relative intensity along the rangefront (or timefront) can be approximated by the initial angular extent of a ray group divided by the distance that the arriving ray group spans. This is the ray density technique used in seismology (Lay and Kanamori, 1985; Woods and Okal, 1987) and is consistent with energy conservation within ray tubes. Since the arriving energy is approximately horizontal, the vertical distance is used. If two rays initialized at a specific angular separation are considered, the intensity of the front between two arriving rays is approximately proportional to the inverse of their vertical arrival separation, provided no reversals (caustics) are included in the front segment.
Log intensities for the case A and C simulations are shown in Fig. 13 for a subset of the •b plotted in Fig. 11 . The associated timefronts, each showing a pair of NTP caustics, are shown in Fig. 14(a) . There is an alteration of intensity beginning at the fourth dot (75th ray) from the left, which is in the vicinity of the first NTP caustic at about -9.6 ø. The intensities become similar again to the right of the second NTP caustic at -9.3 s. The intensities at the caustics cannot be calculated in this manner (Brekhovskikh, 1980) . There are three causes of intensity fluctuation. The first two are closely related. First, focusing of energy at the caustics leads to intensification. Second, stretching or contraction which must accompany the folding may extend along the timefront, either increasing or reducing intensity. Third, the closeness of folded timefronts (Fig. 10) may perhaps be better considered as an intense caustic region. Many intense timefront portions were observed in Slice89 (Fig. 1 ).
E. Timing variation from sound-speed curvature
Rays calculated using different parametrizations give different timefront shapes and arrival times. There are two effects. The first is variability localized in small parts of the wavefront, near reversals and triplications. The second is timing variability extending over large portions of the wavefront, a weakly •dependent effect but not a true bias. 
IV. SUMMARY
Simulating wavefronts with closely spaced rays shows that systematically increasing the relative curvature parameter U enhances wavefront triplication. Repeated simulations over closely related sound channels were used to quantify the effect, with all channels fitting a single set of input data but having different distributions of U. Most of and perhaps all of the effect can be explained by high U at ray turning points. The triplications cause intensity and timing (phase) fluctuations. Timing differences between triplication legs are less than 10 ms at 1000-km range in our simulations. Figure  2 shows an observed triplication similar to our simulated ones, suggesting that ray-derived effects of high U are similar to actual propagation effects at 250 Hz. That figure also shows some high-intensity regions; of the timefronts that are consistent with unresolved NTP caustics and triplication, expected at finite frequency.
It is probable that U in the ocean is dominated by stochastic fluctuations. This means that any lack of predictability from poor spatial resolution, with resultant uncertainty in U, is accompanied by temporal unpredictability. The wavefront distortions of that study were stronger in the later part of the pulse, trapped near the channel axis where high U is more common. The effect of high U at turning points is a possible diagnostic explanation of those results.
There are a few secondary issues and results. One is the lack of predictability of propagation for climatic data, at least for frequencies where ray modeling is valid, perhaps above 100 Hz. Travel-time changes of tens of milliseconds can resuit from smoothing operations on the poorly resolved climatic vertical profiles. This uncertainty of travel time from mean structures is due to small-scale mean sound-speed profile components that are not adequately known or resolved, especially at the sound-speed minimum. Stated another way, the undersampled data do not sufficiently constrain the sound channel to enable precise prediction. This uncertainty would exist without the added complication of mesoscale or gyrescale variations, which contribute error to the estimated climatic field. A second issue is the existence of NTP caustics in finite-frequency experimental wavefronts. If the multiple wavefronts are not resolved, these can appear as intensity fluctuations such as those seen in the experimental timefronts (Fig. 1) . This is a process of intensity variation not entirely consistent with perturbation analyses of intensity. Third, analysis of NTP caustics depends upon eliminating the jumps in sound-speed gradient from the PWL approximation. This has been accomplished without adding spurious oscillations to the profiles by mixing quadratic and linear parametrizations.
This wavefront predictability analysis of vertical structure is complementary to recent ray chaos analysis in rangedependent environments (Smith et al., 1992a, b) . Different methods have been utilized, and that work suggests chaos, or limited predictability of a deterministic process if initial conditions are unknown even infinitesimally. However, implied unpredictability is common to both studies.
